
 

 

 

  

7R have made it to the top of the 

Rewards Table and have worked as a 

team to get there.  Well done.  Ms 

Mariam. 

CASS STARS  
SIR JOHN CASS RED COAT SCHOOL      

Welcome to the first issue of Cass Stars. This is where you will read 

about how impressed teachers have been with their students. 

Congratulations to Yr11 for their 

continued focus and hard work 

throughout the GCSE exams. Fingers 

crossed for success in August. Well 

done to all students! Ms Jech 

Tasnim U. 11T and Jonas 11T 

best of luck to you after a 

year of engaging conversation 

and raising the level of 

academic debate in history! 

Mr Davis 

As Head of Year 10, I have been very impressed by 

the number of students who have engaged in a 

variety of exciting and interesting enrichment 

activities. I am also encouraged by the mature and 

responsible manner in which they have approached 

their mock exams. Well done. Mr Hoque 

 

Well done to all those in Year 9 who have 

shown effort and commitment over the 

last twelve months. GCSEs start in earnest 

in September - work hard play hard and 

achieve high ! Mr Spillane 



Afrin Alom 7S, Mahera Siddique 7S, Muntaha Mamiza 7S, Anisha 
Hussain 8D, Chloe Ayeni 8D, Gloria Bhiziki 8E, Israth Alam 8S, Aishah 
Tasnim 8S, Maryam Miah 8S, Nasihaa Hussain 8S, Jerin Begum 8S, 
Sumeya Hussein 10E, Jolina Bradley 10R: I am totally impressed with 
the enthusiasm of all of you in the Shadowing Group for The Carnegie 
Book Award 2018.Well done for reading and discussing the 8 books in 
the shortlist, in such a short time.Ms Charman 

 

  
I would like to praise Thamanna Toki, 10T, for 

her creativity. She has explored different 

manufacturing techniques and processes and 

has been able to use famous designers for 

inspiration. Mr Ahmed 

Congratulations, Ramisha Begum 10A,  for brilliant maths work 

completed this term to a high standard on Grade 8 topics. Ms 

Mariam 

I would like to praise Nabela Chowdhury 10C, for her 

hardworking and conscientious attitude in Maths this 

year. Nabela has been an absolute pleasure to teach, she 

always greets me every lesson without fail! Ms Akhtar 

 



 

 

 

  

Well done my wonderful English class, 

7Y5, for making such fantastic Globe 

theatres for homework. I am very 

proud of you all! Mrs Dow 

Well done Tasnim Nishath 7R for excellent contribution 

to class discussion every Science lesson and completing 

work to a high standard as well as always challenging 

yourself in lessons. Ms Akther 

Well done, Samira Hussin 7R, for making outstanding 

progress across all subjects as a result of sheer hard 

work, resilience, and dedication. Lots of positive 

comments have been passed on to me throughout the 

year from subject teachers. Ms Mariam. 

 

Nadiyah Khanom, 7A, I am very 

proud of your outstanding piece of 

research homework exploring 

environmental and cultural 

influence. Mr Ahmed 



 

 

Well done Alan Othman Ibrahim, Muntaha Zaman Mamiza, 

and Arayan Rami Manna 7S, for your brilliant attitude in Maths 

all year. For being engaged in every lesson with excellent 

presentation of work and clear progress. Ms Mariam 

Well done to those Year 9s who 

participated in the Poetry Slam 

workshop and in particular to Tanzeela, 

Mahera, Syeda, Israh, Nadia and Amal 

who will all be performing their poems 

on the theme of Identity at Rich Mix in 

July! Ms Higgins 

 

The Cass Learning Centre’s new approach to Year 11 GCSE and exam 

preparation has been refined with excellent outcomes and growing 

success for all our CLC placements. We have enjoyed working with the 

students to achieve their full potential. They have worked 

tremendously hard, with sheer determination in approaching their 

GCSE public exams. Best of Luck from the CLC staff and Ms Motin. 


